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ABSTRACT

This paper presents DistRDF2ML, the generic, scalable, and distributed framework for creating in-memory data preprocessing pipelines for Spark-based machine learning on RDF knowledge graphs. This framework introduces software modules that transform large-scale RDF data into ML-ready fixed-length numeric feature vectors. The developed modules are optimized to the multi-modal nature of knowledge graphs. DistRDF2ML provides aligned software design and usage principles as common data science stacks that offer an easy-to-use package for creating machine learning pipelines. The modules used in the pipeline, the hyper-parameters and the results are exported as a semantic structure that can be used to enrich the original knowledge graph. The semantic representation of metadata and machine learning results offers the advantage of increasing the machine learning pipelines' reusability, explainability, and reproducibility. The entire framework of DistRDF2ML is open source, integrated into the holistic SANSA stack, documented in scala-docs, and covered by unit tests. DistRDF2ML demonstrates its scalable design across different processing power configurations and (hyper-)parameter setups within various experiments. The framework brings the three worlds of knowledge graph engineers, distributed computation developers, and data scientists closer together and offers all of them the creation of explainable ML pipelines using a few lines of code.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Computer systems organization → Distributed architectures;
- Software and its engineering → Software libraries and repositories;
- Computing methodologies → Semantic networks;
- Artificial intelligence; Machine learning approaches; Information systems → Extraction, transformation and loading.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, an increasing variety of linked open data and RDF knowledge graphs have emerged (wiki data [26], YAGO [24], DBpedia [13] and more generally the LOD cloud[1]). These are exciting data representations for various applications and enable data integration through semantic web[1] standards via IRIs [19]. The data sizes of real-world linked open knowledge graphs are often infeasible to process in main memory of a single computer, as the data volume often exceeds the available main memory resources by far. A single computer cannot be arbitrarily scaled in performance regarding the number of processor cores and the amount of main memory. Additionally, specialized components with higher performance become more expensive as they are not in demand by the common consumer market, resulting in disproportionate costs. Cluster computation can solve this problem in terms of available main memory and required CPU processing power by combining the performance of multiple servers as nodes within a cluster. Many distributed computing frameworks have been developed in recent years and are in productive use, like Apache Spark [8, 15] and Apache Flink [6]. In the area of machine learning, pipelines, frameworks, and libraries that realize both modular pipeline creations and explainable AI have become very popular. These libraries and frameworks are open source and available to interested parties.

1https://lod-cloud.net
through web-hosted examples. Creating pipelines based on generic transformers (scikit-learn [21], Spark MLlib [15]) opens up the possibility for a wide range of software developers, data scientists, and knowledge engineers to develop machine learning models for their data. While the usual machine learning models implemented in Spark MLlib (BigDL [4], Analytics Zoo) assume fixed length numeric feature vectors, a holistic framework for developing distributed machine learning pipelines is missing for handling large scale RDF knowledge graphs. Such a framework can empower the already existing Apache Spark clusters to operate natively on RDF knowledge graph data. SANSA (Semantic Analytics Stack) [14] uses the scalable processing capability of Apache Spark to allow distributed RDF processing. However, it did not offer a pipeline for ML solutions. Knowledge graphs do not provide a native representation that fits these requirements. Therefore, there are two possibilities: First, latent embeddings can be computed or learned (TransE [2], DistMult [27], RDF2Vec [22]). Alternatively, relevant features can be extracted and digitized. Targeted feature extraction can be implemented in a distributed fashion and has the advantage of being able to generate explainable feature vectors. Explainability means that the individual indices of a feature vector can be assigned to the original features. This possibility is significant for several applications and institutions developing data analytics and machine learning pipelines. These initial explainable ML pipelines also provide an essential comparative reference to evaluate the capabilities of less explainable latent embedding driven ML pipelines. Also, latent embeddings lose locatable information such as the numerical annotation stored in literals, e.g., salary of colleagues, timestamp of buying a certain item, runtime of a movie. The loss of such numeric or timestamp features in multi-modal knowledge graphs should be avoided in many use cases, especially those that use RDF for data integration and use such features. Especially when a special requirement of a machine learning pipeline is its explainability, disentangled feature vectors should be used.

In conclusion, in this paper, we propose a framework that enables the intuitive creation of RDF knowledge graph-based machine learning pipelines in multiple areas. Our framework, which is natively executable on Apache Spark clusters, enables many machine learning applications to scale with data size and computation performance.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

- An open source framework for distributed machine learning pipelines on RDF knowledge graphs
- Generic modules for the creation of explainable and context preserving feature vectors
- Various sample machine learning pipelines documented and testable within Databricks notebooks, executable sample classes, and unit tests
- A software architecture which its semantic data machine learning pipelines is aligned with pipelines in established data analytics libraries
- Reproducibility over semantic annotation of pipeline metadata and processed results

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 defines technological and conceptual terms used within this paper. Section 3 gives an overview of Related Work. In section 4 the DistRDF2ML architecture is presented as well as the concept of modules. Section 5 presents the framework as a resource and especially targets its Novelty (Sect. 5.1), Availability (Sect. 5.2), Utility (Sect. 5.3) and Predicted Impact (Sect. 5.4). Section 6 and Section 7 evaluated the performance and scalability of the framework among multiple (hyper-)parameters while Section 8 concludes the paper and highlights a few future directions (see Sect. 8.1).

2 PRELIMINARIES

RDF - Resource Description Framework: is a standard to represent metadata and designed as a core technology for building a web of data with the envisioned goal to realize the Semantic Web [1, 19].

Scala: is a functional and object-oriented programming language. Scala uses static types to reduce bugs in complex applications. It is also possible to use Java libraries as Scala is being executed within the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [18].

Apache Spark: is a framework for cluster computing [8]. It is available under the Apache Open Source License. Apache Spark encapsulates software modules that optimize the execution of big data analytics pipelines. These pipelines can be executed distributed and in-memory on Spark clusters. Apache Spark MLlib [9] adapts the ideas of well-known python library scikit-learn to provide standard interfaced transformers that allow high modular and generic machine learning pipeline construction [15]. They operate on DataFrames, which are tabular-type representations of data. The advantage of Apache Spark MLlib compared to libraries like scikit-learn is that it can be operated in distributed processing environments.


Machine Learning: (abbreviation ML) is one approach to implement artificial intelligence. The primary approach is to use existing datasets to build training and test datasets. These datasets are fed to algorithms that abstract the pattern and correlations of the given data to a generalized solution.

ML Preprocessing: describes the process of transforming raw data into the required representation the machine learning models operate on. Many standard machine learning models expect for each sample a fixed size numeric feature vector/tensor.

SANSA - Semantic Analytics Stack: is an open source framework to process large scale RDF data based on Apache Spark, Apache Flink, and Apache Jena, within various tasks like: semantic data representation, querying, inference, and analytics.

---

1https://analytics-zoo.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
2https://databricks.com/
3https://www.scala-lang.org
4https://scikit-learn.org
3 RELATED WORK
Linked open data, especially semantic data in RDF format, is a rich source for baseline datasets\textsuperscript{6} \cite{10, 13, 26} to perform data analytic pipelines and machine learning approaches on. Also, in times of big data, frameworks have been developed which can deal with this large-scale data on distributed systems. However, there are no solutions to bring the linked data world together with building distributed explainable machine learning pipelines. On the algorithmic level, diverse approaches transform the knowledge graph entities into fixed-length feature vectors \cite{3, 11, 12, 20}. The fixed-length feature vectors are either retrieved via SPARQL or over latent embedding creation. Latent embeddings can be created by tensor factorization methods such as Distmult \cite{27}. Alternatively, they can be generated over learning feature vectors by optimizing initial random vectors against a loss function \cite{e.g., TransE} and the respective follow-up approaches. Another option for creating latent embeddings is graph walk approaches like RDF2Vec \cite{22}. In general, none of them are available in the Spark world. Within the Apache Spark stack, there are multiple frameworks and libraries which offer standard machine learning models such as Apache Spark MLlib \cite{15} contains models such as Regression\textsuperscript{7}, Clustering\textsuperscript{8}, Support Vector Machines, and Multi-Layer Perceptrons. More complex are the approaches of BigDL \cite{4} and Analytics Zoo\textsuperscript{9} which offer more complex neural network models but are currently not up to date with the most recent version of Apache Spark 3.x. The only approach that provides native RDF knowledge graph-based machine learning approaches within the Scala-based Apache Spark framework is developed within the SANSA framework. However, there are multiple layers for reading, querying, OWL, and similarity assessment \cite{5}. There are no generic transformers in the respective ML layer to handle multi-modal features retrieved over SPARQL queries. Our approach introduces these models and transformers and also fully integrates them into the SANSA stack. These modules make use of the Literal2Feature \cite{17}, an automatic SPARQL generation module, which creates a feature fetching SPARQL queries for the users. Advanced users can also update the designed SPARQL queries to desired purposes.

4 DISTRDF2ML ARCHITECTURE
4.1 Pipeline
The proposed DistRDF2ML framework offers the construction of end-to-end Apache Spark 3.x pipelines (see Figures 1, 2, 3). The principal pipeline contains the following modules:

- Knowledge graph reader
- SPARQL creation
- SparqlFrame feature extractor
- SmartVectorAssembler
- Spark MLLib machine learning
- Semantification of machine learning results and metadata
- Result exporter

\textsuperscript{6}https://lod-cloud.net
\textsuperscript{7}http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-classification-regression.html
\textsuperscript{8}http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-clustering.html
\textsuperscript{9}https://analytics-zoo.github.io/master/

Read in knowledge graph: read in of data is performed over the SANSA framework within the RDF layer\textsuperscript{10}. This layer supports multiple RDF formats and can read from Hadoop File System (HDFS)\textsuperscript{11} to incorporate large-scale RDF data. Besides n-triples, SANSA also supports concurrent ingestion of the turtle and trig RDF formats.

4.2 SparqlFrame
SPARQL creation: In pipelines constructed with DistRDF2ML (see Figure 2), we offer three variants to create a SPARQL query that extracts relevant features. The first option is that a knowledge graph expert manually crafts the desired SPARQL query. The second option, is to let the Literal2Feature \cite{17} module create a SPARQL query automatically. Literal2Feature is a generic, distributed, and scalable software framework that is able to automatically transform a given RDF dataset to a standard feature matrix (also dubbed Propositionalization) by deep traversing the RDF graph and extracting literals to a given depth. The result of Literal2Feature is a SPARQL query that will extract the features. The third option is the hybrid approach, where first Literal2Feature is used to propose a query which is then manually post-processed. The third option saves much time designing a syntactically clean SPARQL query and allows restriction to the most relevant features. A possible small sample feature extracting SPARQL query created by the hybrid Literal2Feature model is shown in Listing 1. The projection variable names are automatically generated and offer insights about how the respective feature is reached within the RDF knowledge graph.

```sql
SELECT
?movie
?movie__down_genre__down_film_genre_name
?movie__down_title
?movie__down_runtime
?movie__down_actor__down_actor_name

WHERE {
"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type" "http://data.linkedmdb.org/movie/film" .
OPTIONAL { "http://purl.org/dc/terms/title" ?movie__down_title .} 
OPTIONAL { "http://data.linkedmdb.org/movie/runtime" ?movie__down_runtime .} 
}
```

\textsuperscript{10}https://github.com/SANSA-Stack/SANSA-Stack/tree/develop/sansa-rdf
\textsuperscript{11}https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/
SPARQL based feature extraction: SparqlFrame is a high-level transformer that allows for easy and intuitive execution of SPARQL queries on RDF DataFrames that are suitable input to conventional ML pipelines. SparqlFrame bundles SANSA query execution engines (Sparqlify\textsuperscript{[23]} and Ontop\textsuperscript{[24]}) together with a novel schema mapper that was created as part of this work. While execution of SPARQL queries in SANSA yields a Spark RDD of SPARQL bindings, the schema mapper analyses the set of bindings (especially the used data types) and computes a target schema and a mapping. Upon applying a schema mapping, the target schema becomes the schema of the resulting Spark DataFrame, whereas the mapping is used to convert each binding to a row in the target DataFrame. The schema mapper supports mapping XSD types\textsuperscript{15} to appropriate Spark ones and also allows for custom extensions. For example, if a feature query retrieves features about people such as their name, income, and birthday, the columns would be of type\textsuperscript{16} StringType, DoubleType, and TimeStampType. If a feature has multiple annotated datatypes, a separate column is created for each data type, and this is mapped in the column name. For every unknown RDF literal datatype, a separate column is created for each data type, and this is mapped to the SparqlFrame output column name, that can also be manually implemented. The featureType, which decides over the follow-up feature characteristics, the following information is collected:

- **featureType**: A string representing the major information needed for the respective digitization strategy that is also annotated within the column name aggregated from automatically retrieved feature characteristics.
- **nullable**: Whether this feature may be null.
- **datatype**: What is the datatype given by SparqlFrame feature extraction.
- **numberDistinctValues**: How many distinct values are given for this feature. This feature characteristic is important to decide, e.g., if a feature is categorical.
- **isListOfEntries**: This provides the information if a feature could be a list of information for a certain sample entity like the mentioned example of a list of actors.
- **availability**: The ratio of null values is important for some feature weighting techniques.
- **isCategorical**: Whether the feature qualifies as categorical. A heuristic is used to compute this attribute from the value distribution, the ratio of distinct values, and the overall dataset size.

The feature metadata is stored in an object that can be passed to other components of a processing pipeline.

### 4.3 SmartVectorAssembler

**Digitization and assembling of features**: This transformer converts all features corresponding to their feature type into numeric representations. These numerical representations are relevant for the required fixed-length feature vectors as an input for standard machine learning models. For a variety of combinations of feature properties, corresponding transformation pipelines are implemented. The featureType, which decides over the follow-up SVA strategy, is gathered by SparqlFrame and is also denoted in the SparqlFrame output column name, that can also be manually set. For example, non-categorical strings are transformed into a Word2Vec representation. Alternatively, lists of categorical strings are transformed into lists of indices. A second example is the treatment of timestamp typed columns. These columns are digitized over

---

\textsuperscript{12}https://ontop-vkg.org
\textsuperscript{13}https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-1/
\textsuperscript{14}https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/sql-ref-datatypes.html
representing by multiple digit columns transforming the datetime information into: year, month, dayOfYear, dayOfMonth, dayOfWeek, hour, minute, second. Especially enriching the feature vector by information like dayOfWeek offer further opportunities to predict periodic patterns. The type of transformation is noted in the column name. After this step, all feature columns are available in a numeric representation with column names containing the original feature name and the transformation strategy in brackets.

1. val smartva = new SmartVectorAssembler()
2.   setEntityColumn("movie")
3.   setLabelColumn("movie\_down\_runtime [...]")
4. val assembledDF: DataFrame = smartva
5. transform(extractedFeaturesDF)
6. // explain feature vector
7. val featureDescriptions = smartva
8. getFeatureVectorDescription()
9. // semantic representation of transformer
10. val svaMetaGraph = smartva
11. .getSemanticTransformerDescription()

Listing 3: Sample usage of SmartVectorAssembler

Pooling - Aligning number of incorporated features: Some feature columns are available after the digitization step in variable-length numeric feature representations. The final numeric feature vector for standard machine learning models must have a fixed length across all samples. Therefore, the strategy for the variable-length numeric feature is to aggregate them by min, max, average, and stddev which are order invariant pooling techniques. After this step, the DataFrame contains one row for each sample with a fixed number of numerical features.

Vector Assembler: After the Vector Assembler transformer, all numeric feature columns are combined into one explicit column, which is of type Array of Doubles. This assembled feature vector is the required representation for all following common machine learning models. However, due to the unique preprocessing pipeline, every single value of the feature vector can be assigned to the original feature (see Listing 3 Line 7). This feature vector indices description enables explainability for machine learning pipelines over knowledge graph embedding-based feature vectors. The resulting DataFrame can be used natively in Apache Spark MLlib [15]. A sample resulting DataFrame from SmartVectorAssembler is shown in Listing 4.

Listing 4: Sample output of SmartVectorAssembler

4.4 Machine Learning Models

In the distributed big data processing within Apache Spark, some libraries have been developed, which provide many needed machine learning models which can be executed over Scala and Python and

Figure 3: DistRDF2ML feature vector creation pipeline through SparqlFrame and SmartVectorAssembler

executed on an Apache Spark cluster [15]. For the most common downstream machine learning tasks, we can use Apache Spark MLlib.15 If we need the opportunities to use more complex neural networks than Multi-Layer Perceptrons, the framework BigDL [4] provides further artificial neural network functionalities. Available machine learning models within the Spark MLlib 3.1 are for example: Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Multilayer Perceptron, and Linear Support Vector Machine, which can be used for Classification and Regression tasks.17 The MLlib machine learning models can directly operate on the output of the DistRDF2ML pipeline (see Examples within [25]). This offers end-to-end machine learning pipelines operating on Apache Spark clusters. Hence, DistRDF2ML serves as an enabler to process large-scale RDF data through downstream ML tasks in a distributed fashion.

Figure 4: Semantically annotated ML result in original KG

Semantification of Results: The machine learning computations of the DistRDF2ML framework are available in the tabular form through the native Spark MLlib algorithms. For prediction tasks, a table is created containing the URI of the sample in the entityId column (see Listing 4) and the corresponding annotation in the prediction field. In the case of similarity estimations, two columns are used for the pair of the URIs and one for the corresponding similarity value. Our ML2Graph module can be used as a transformer. It creates an RDF knowledge graph based on these tabular results

15 https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-guide.html
16 https://bigdl-project.github.io/master/
17 http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-classification-regression.html
using NodeFactory from Apache Jena. The resulting graph can be exported in common RDF data format to complete the initial input knowledge graph with the predictions (see Figure 4). The transformers provide semantic representations of their hyper-parameter configuration, enriching the ML pipeline results with metadata that helps to reproduce results and support interpretation. They serve as hints for further ML pipeline optimization.

```scala
1 val prediction: Dataframe = someMLmodel
2 transform(df)
3 val ml2Graph = new ML2Graph()
4 .setEntityColumn("entityID")
5 .setValueColumn("prediction")
6 val metagraph: RDD[Triple] = ml2Graph
7 .transform(prediction)
8 metagraph
9 .saveAsNTriplesFile("/out/put/path")
```

Listing 5: Semanticization of machine learning results

5 DISTRDF2ML AS A RESOURCE

The DistRDF2ML framework proposes modules to preprocess RDF knowledge graph data for state-of-the-art artificial intelligence, data mining, and data analytics pipelines. The framework is fully available for the community as an open source GitHub release [25] and as an extension of the holistic SANSA stack to materialize big RDF data. DistRDF2ML enables various domains to empower their distributed Apache Spark clusters to process ML pipelines on RDF data. The performance and scalability of the framework have been evaluated on various (hyper-)parameter setups to present the advantages of the efficient data processing pipelines in data-intensive computing (see Section 6). The lack of existing extensions for processing RDF data within Spark MLlib pipelines was a significant motivation to develop this framework. The feature extraction over semi-automated query execution by Literal2Feature [17] and SparqlFrame modules also enable non-native semantic developers to construct explainable feature extraction pipelines. The feature and knowledge extraction based on queries and processed through the SmartVectorAssembler allow multi-modal content preserving representations of feature vectors. Within various partner projects, the framework shows its enabling nature to create with few lines of intuitive code ML pipelines for various domains.

5.1 Novelty

DistRDF2ML brings for the first time a generic preprocessing pipeline of RDF knowledge graphs to the Apache Spark world. The modules are easy to use as transformers and create explainable feature vectors. The extended SANSA stack provides end-to-end semantic ML pipelines for RDF knowledge graphs. This framework brings multiple complex technology stacks together, such as semantic data processing, distributed scalable computing, generic machine learning, and data science pipelines.

5.2 Availability

All the introduced building blocks of the DistRDF2ML pipeline are integrated into the SANSA framework within the machine learning layer [18]. The framework is also published as a Release [19] with attachments like the fat jar and data for the evaluation. DistRDF2ML is integrated into the SANSA Stack, an open source GitHub repository under Apache 2.0 license (see SANSA licensing).

5.3 Utility

The modules are fully documented on the code level [20] but also on how to use level [21]. The modules are implemented as a transformer to align with the structure of Apache Spark MLlib. All of the parameter adjustments have to be made on transformer level [25]. This is shown in Listings 2,3. We made multiple sample pipelines available as an example class or as a Databricks Notebook [25] s.t. the try-out hurdle is majorly reduced. The common pipeline interface should offer users from the three domains: semantic web developers, data scientists/ML engineers, and Apache Spark data analysts, an easy structure to build desired ML pipelines. The central idea is that this framework acts as an enabler between different technological worlds. We have appended the referred data and fat jar directly to the corresponding DistRDF2ML GitHub release for the reproducibility of results.

5.4 Predicted Impact

The DistRDF2ML framework allows data scientists and semantic web developers to implement their ML pipelines with few lines of code. Apache Spark supports to scale them among Big Data requirements. This resource brings together the strengths of multiple domains and offers the interface between those. This resource is a part of the SANSA stack, which is constantly being developed, and additional features are being added. The framework has six-month release cycles. All modules are covered by unit tests which are executed for every pull request within GitHub actions s.t. problems or errors become apparent pretty fast and are resolved by the SANSA development team. With its usability over Databricks, the framework targets a large group of developers who want to develop end-to-end Spark ML pipelines operating on RDF knowledge graphs. Due to the increase of available and the usage of RDF data in the context of knowledge graphs and data integration, and the increase of data set sizes in general, the availability of a scalable framework offering accessible, hands-on opportunities to port ideas directly within the SANSA framework is an important resource contribution.

5.5 Use Cases

Generic scalable distributed preprocessing pipeline for RDF knowledge graphs are needed in almost all common downstream machine learning and data analytics tasks which have to be operated on explainable feature vectors. The EU Horizon 2020 project PLATOON (Platform for Tools in Energy) [22] uses this framework to analyze large-scale energy RDF data analytics tasks. The database of the PLATOON project was made available for data integration from many data sources in RDF, which especially contain timestamp.
categorical and numerical features. The data is of a large scale that individual systems can no longer process. Many use cases require convenient learning pipelines that cover various predictive models like regression and classification. Moreover, the project Simple-ML\textsuperscript{23} plans to use the framework DistRDF2ML for processing RDF datasets. The significant advantage is the easy alignment of interfaces to other libraries like scikit-learn and the native operation on RDF data. SANSA is also an integral part of the data analysis in the Opertus Mundi\textsuperscript{24} project. In addition, there is an application in the field of accident analytics in the Smart City area, in which the technologies presented here are used to prepare considerable amounts of data for the further processing of standard ML models.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Data Description

For the evaluation and reproducibility of DistRDF2ML usage, we use the openly available Linked Movie Database\textsuperscript{[10]} which introduces a movie knowledge graph with information about movies, titles, runtimes, actors, genre, producers, origin country information, and much more. This LMDB data is interesting because it shows the high diversity of possible multi-modal data within a knowledge graph like the NLP of the title, categorical lists of String representing the movie genres. Alternatively, even the countries population, the movie’s runtime as digit features can be incorporated into data analytics and ML pipelines. Figure 5 shows a small extract from the knowledge graph as a plot (extract from N-Triple file are available in the release data set section [25]).

![Figure 5: Sample graph snippet from Linked Movie Database](image)

6.2 Description Evaluation Dimensions

A major aspect of this contribution is the usage of Apache Spark to allow distributed execution of machine learning pipelines starting from semantic data. This offers scalability in memory and processing power, which would not be available in single system implementations. Also, processing power, feature extracting SPARQL complexity, and Spark cluster configuration influence the needed processing time. In this section, we offer an overview of the effect of these different (hyper-)parameters on the respective processing time. The plots in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 present the processing times of the most complex software modules as stacked bar charts. The dark green lower part of each full bar corresponds to the SparqlFrame transformer, and the light blue upper part corresponds to the SmartVectorAssembler. The height of the bars always corresponds to the execution time in seconds.

6.3 Processing Power vs Processing Time

The following paragraph shows how the available computational resources majorly influence the processing time. The substantial decrease of processing time over an increase of processing power allows high scalability among higher-performing clusters. For use cases where the processing time is critical, it is even possible to reduce the processing time by increasing the number of executing cores, showing the high effective parallelism and distributed approach of DistRDF2ML.

![Figure 6: Processing power vs processing time](image)

6.4 SPARQL Complexity vs Processing Time

The starting point of creating the feature vectors is the respective SPARQL query. This query could have a considerable variety of complexity. The complexity is adjustable by the number of projection variables and the number of features. Additionally, the complexity is influenced by the traversal depth to reach a specific projection variable respective feature level and the type of used feature. In our example of linked movie database where a movie has assigned an arbitrarily long feature list of *actors’ names*, but also a single digit feature of the movie’s *runtime*, the feature processing steps for a variable length string feature like the actors is more memory-intensive than the single digits representation of the *runtime*. We also compared the local execution of this pipeline compared to the cluster setup. Even in the more minor SPARQL queries, we perceive how fast the cluster usage outperforms a local Computer (6-Core, 16GB Ram, MBP 16 2019). All of the used hyper-parameters are available on the GitHub page as all of the code is there available fully open source to allow a higher reproducibility of the experiments and find respective recommendations for other use cases [25].

6.5 Dataset Size vs Processing Time

DistRDF2ML is also evaluated in terms of the scalability of different data sizes. This evaluation includes both local executions on a single local consumer notebook (6-Core, 16GB Ram, MBP 16 2019) and distributed on a three node Apache Spark cluster (each having 64 cores and 256GB RAM). The data was generated synthetically compared to the other experiments that were based on LMDB. The synthetic datasets ensure that the data’s exponential growth is

---

\textsuperscript{23}https://simple-ml.de

\textsuperscript{24}https://www.opertusmundi.eu
achieved with consistent data and feature density. The evaluation shows that DistRDF2ML scales even with exponentially increasing data sizes. Also, it can be seen that for small data up to $10^3$ movies, a local execution is faster than a distributed execution. This behaviour is because the data size does not justify the overhead of network communication and distributed execution management. However, it can be seen that from $10^4$ movies, cluster computation offers not only performance-wise advantages, but also from $10^5$ movies, there are advantages of having sufficient main memory available that prevent out of memory problems (see figure 8, see section 1). The case of out-of-memory was due to the sheer number of unique features that had to be indexed via Word2Vec embeddings and label encoding. The memory load can be reduced by setting min counts to greater than 1. We decided to use the worst edge case to measure an upper bound. The data used for the evaluation can be downloaded in full from the framework release page. The interval in which data sizes are visualized was chosen based on breakpoints. These breakpoints are the transition points at which cluster computation is superior both performance and RAM-wise to the local execution.

6.6 Spark Setup vs Processing time

In the Spark setup, we can configure over the spark-submit a distribution of executors and their assigned executor cores and executor memories. In a cluster of nodes, each having 64 cores and 256GB RAM, we can decide to allow the spark to have up to 60 cores and 240GB RAM. We do not use all capacities to allow background processes and spark overhead to use the remaining capabilities. Now we have to decide which adjustment executors we want to make. The two edge cases are 3 Executors, each having 60 cores and 240GB of RAM called fat executors, or we can go for the other edge case of 180 executors, each having one core and 4GB of RAM. Figure 9 depicts the optimization of execution time by balancing between fat and micro executors (best configuration in 4th bar: 15 executors each having 12 executor cores).

6.7 Sample DistRDF2ML pipelines

For demonstration purposes, we developed machine learning pipelines on RDF knowledge graphs and made those available within the SANSA stack GitHub repository and over Databricks notebooks[25]. Within the documentation, one can find:

- Generic Random Forest Regression ML pipeline to predict LMDB movie runtimes
- Generic RF Classification ML pipeline to predict LMDB movie genres
- Generic K-Means Clustering ML pipeline to group LMDB movies

7 DISCUSSION

Advantages of distributed processing: In the experiments, we observe that the development and use of Apache Spark as one fundamental backbone offer high scalability far beyond the capabilities local computers can achieve. The significant advantage, in addition, is that the same code can be used on any spark cluster instance and will make use out of the available resources. In Figure 7 we have shown the first-hand-on guideline to optimize the spark setup, which can improve performance.

Limits of local computation: In a multitude of experiments in which we compared local and distributed cluster computation, we
measured that CPU-processing wise the cluster scales far better than local execution. Also very important, the cluster can easily be configured with more RAM and can more easily handle much more complex in-memory processing tasks without getting out-of-memory issues.

**Scalability of approach:** The experiments show the scalable nature of Apache Spark and its modules. We stuck to Apache Spark design principles when creating the transformers. This programming principle paid off with excellent scalability behaviour among various (hyper-)parameters (see section 6).

**Generality of Approach:** Within paragraph 6.7, DistRDF2ML shows its various application opportunities as enabler and glue between large scale RDF knowledge graphs and existing numeric feature-based Apache Spark MLlib machine learning approaches. The usage of DistRDF2ML within the examples of Clustering, Classification, and Regression shows how easily applicable and adjustable these transformers are. These transformers will majorly decrease the entry hurdle for creating baseline Apache Spark RDF ML pipelines. If the transformer does not suit the users’ purpose, it can be used as starting point for further development cause of its fully open source nature.

8 CONCLUSION

DistRDF2ML provides the first end-to-end Apache Spark framework of generic modules to create explainable machine learning pipelines for knowledge graphs. DistRDF2ML can cover the requirements of a large set of use cases. The strengths lie in the high-level interface via transformers to build an intuitive creation of explainable feature vectors for machine learning models. By incorporating modules of the SANSA stack, Apache Spark and Apache Jena, DistRDF2ML operates natively on large-scale RDF data sets. Also, by providing the Literal2Feature function, the entry-level into the creation of feature extracting SPARQL is majorly simplified. We have evaluated the scalability of the approach. Through the results of experiments, it can be observed that by increasing resources (number of CPU cores, see Figure 6), the processing time is reduced. Also, a distributed environment with the increased allocation of memory can be perceived as capable of significantly processing more extensive data sets (see Figure 8). The variety of documentation from Scala docs over example pipelines to the mapped functionalities in the unit tests allows a quick start in using the framework [25]. The alignment to the standard interfaces of Spark MLlib and transformer (see Listings: 2, 3) also makes working with large-scale RDF data possible for a large number of data scientists who have less experience with working on semantic, linked open data, or Apache Spark. The availability of open source also makes necessary customization by users possible.

8.1 Future Work

We will keep track of the DistRDF2ML and SANSA stack user needs and will update desired features corresponding to upcoming requirements. DistRDF2ML will become part of the next regular SANSA release. Also, we plan to extend the pipeline to include the possibility of knowledge graph embeddings. We also plan to make graph native machine learning and linked data analytics approaches part of the framework. We will facilitate the opportunities of DistRDF2ML to develop applied projects which solve prediction and data analytic problems.
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